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Hey, yeah.

In the deep mid-winter, Hal

Hey, yeah.

What Can I Give Him?

(a.k.a. In the Bleak Midwinter)


Arr. by Greg Ferguson & Steve Myers
Add. lyrics by Greg Ferguson

Gustav Theodore Holst
Christina G. Rossetti
VOCAL

Hey, __ yeah._
Hah. __________

In the deep midwinter, frosty wind would moan;

My heart __ was hard as __ iron, frozen __ like a stone.

In __ my soul's December, __ when I __ was __ most alone, my

Savior sought and __ found __ me, __ brought me __ safely home.
What Can I Give Him?
(a.k.a. In the Bleak Midwinter)

SYNTH
String Reduction

Christina G. Rossetti &
Gustav Theodore Holst
Add. lyrics by Greg Ferguson
Arr. by Greg Ferguson & Steve Myers

Add. lyrics by Greg Ferguson
Arr. by Greg Ferguson & Steve Myers

Engr. by KLS
What Can I Give Him?
(a.k.a. In the Bleak Midwinter)

RHYTHM

\[ \text{\textit{Djembe only}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{(Piano enters)}} \]
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\[ \text{(Verse 1)} \]
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\[ \text{(Piano motif)} \]
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\[ \text{(Nylon GTR \& Doublebass enter)} \]
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